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ABSTRACT: Trap-assisted recombination, despite being lower as
compared with traditional inorganic solar cells, is still the dominant
recombination mechanism in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and limits
their efficiency. We investigate the attributes of the primary trap-
assisted recombination channels (grain boundaries and interfaces)
and their correlation to defect ions in PSCs. We achieve this by using
a validated device model to fit the simulations to the experimental
data of efficient vacuum-deposited p−i−n and n−i−p CH3NH3PbI3
solar cells, including the light intensity dependence of the open-
circuit voltage and fill factor. We find that, despite the presence of
traps at interfaces and grain boundaries (GBs), their neutral (when
filled with photogenerated charges) disposition along with the long-
lived nature of holes leads to the high performance of PSCs. The sign
of the traps (when filled) is of little importance in efficient solar cells with compact morphologies (fused GBs, low trap
density). On the other hand, solar cells with noncompact morphologies (open GBs, high trap density) are sensitive to the
sign of the traps and hence to the cell preparation methods. Even in the presence of traps at GBs, trap-assisted
recombination at interfaces (between the transport layers and the perovskite) is the dominant loss mechanism. We find a
direct correlation between the density of traps, the density of mobile ionic defects, and the degree of hysteresis observed in
the current−voltage (J−V) characteristics. The presence of defect states or mobile ions not only limits the device
performance but also plays a role in the J−V hysteresis.

Thin-film solar cells making use of hybrid halide
perovskites, CH3NH3PbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I), as a
photoactive material show device power conversion

efficiencies upward of 22%.1 High device efficiency arises from
the many desirable properties of perovskites, including a high
absorption coefficient, high carrier mobilities, and long charge
carrier diffusion lengths.2−4 Efficient perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) can be prepared by vacuum deposition5,6 and solution
processing7,8 and in p−i−n as well as n−i−p configurations.9

While the efficiency of PSCs is high, it is still far from the
theoretical maximum (31%).10 One of the reasons (others
being optical losses, nonideal transport layers, and contact
energy offsets) is the recombination of charge carriers in the
device, which reduces the fill factor (FF) and the open-circuit
voltage (VOC) of the solar cell. At solar fluences, radiative
recombination (between free electrons and free holes) is weak
in PSCs.11 On the other hand, nonradiative recombination has
been shown to be the dominant recombination mechanism in
PSCs,12,13 which limits the efficiency of existing PSCs.14,15

Nonradiative recombination takes place when a electron (or
hole) trapped in a defect/impurity (energy level in the band
gap of the perovskite) recombines with a hole (or electron) in
the valence (or conduction) band of the perovskite. In
polycrystalline perovskite thin films, defects or impurities are
likely to be concentrated at grain boundaries (GBs) and at film
surfaces.16−18 The surface of the photoactive perovskite in
PSCs is covered with ETL and HTL, which forms an interface.
While nonradiative recombination at interfaces has been shown
to severely influence the PSC performance,15 the role of the
GBs on the overall device performance is still under
debate.19−22 A few studies suggest that traps at GBs lead to
increased trap-assisted recombination,23,24 insulating products
(e.g., PbI2) formed at GBs passivate the traps and hence
minimize trap-assisted recombination,19,20 and GBs act as hole
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transport highways, which leads to improved hole collection.21

With the nature of GBs possibly changing with processing
conditions and stoichiometry,22,25 it is important to investigate
their role on the charge carrier dynamics in PSCs and quantify
their influence (detrimental or otherwise) on the device
performance. This would help to identify appropriate
approaches for further increasing the efficiency of PSCs.
GBs are ubiquitous in polycrystalline films and are formed

due to a break in the crystal structure of the material. The
different orientations of neighboring crystal grains give rise to
dislocations, misplaced atoms (interstitials), vacancies, distorted
bond angles, and bond distances at the GBs.26 These GBs are
known to play a critical role in the charge carrier dynamics and
photophysics of CdTe, poly-Si, and copper indium gallium
selenide (CIGS) thin films used in solar cells.27−30 Several GB
models exist in the literature to explain their influence on the
charge carrier dynamics in inorganic polycrystalline solar
cells.31−33 However, hybrid perovskites are different from the
above-mentioned inorganic photovoltaic materials in terms of
doping levels and the nature of GB defect traps. Perovskites are
lightly doped materials, and due to the presence of charged
ionic defects, it is likely that the traps are electrically charged
when empty34−36 and neutral when filled with photogenerated
charges. A different perspective to GB physics is thus essential
in the case of PSCs. It could help answer the question, is there a
need to move toward single-crystalline materials or are
polycrystalline films prepared using existing methods sufficient
to achieve high-performing PSCs?
In this Letter, we investigate the attributes of the primary

trap-assisted recombination channels, namely, GBs and
interfaces, and their correlation to ionic defects in existing
PSCs. We accomplish this by using our device model15 to fit
the simulation to the experimental data of vacuum-deposited
p−i−n and n−i−p CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells.

9 The model takes
as input the full experimental data sets, and the only free
parameters (to fit) are the carrier mobility in the perovskite and
the trap density plus the charge capture coefficients. The model
achieves excellent agreement with the experimental measure-
ments (for both p−i−n and n−i−p cells), including the light
intensity dependence of the VOC and FF. We find that we can
quantitatively describe all of the experimental data set only
when we consider trap-assisted recombination at GBs and
predominantly at interfaces (HTL/perovskite and perovskite/
ETL) and weak bimolecular recombination in the perovskite
absorber, ruling out the scenario of strong bulk trap-assisted
recombination in the perovskite. Despite the presence of traps,
their neutral (when filled) disposition along with the long-lived
nature of holes leads to the high performance of PSCs. The sign
(if charged or neutral when filled) of traps is of little
importance in efficient solar cells with compact morphologies
(fused GBs, low trap density). On the other hand, solar cells
that have noncompact morphologies (open GBs, high trap
density) are sensitive to the sign of the traps and hence to the
preparation methods (e.g., under/overstoichiometric routes,
environmental conditions). Even in the presence of traps at
GBs, trap-assisted recombination at interfaces is the dominant
recombination channel. Finally, we simulate fast forward/
reverse current−voltage (J−V) scans, which reveal little J−V
hysteresis, consistent with that observed experimentally for the
p−i−n cell.9 We observe direct correlation between the density
of traps, the density of mobile ionic defects, and the degree of
hysteresis in PSCs. Defect states (or mobile ions) not only
retard the device performance but also play a role in the J−V

hysteresis. Finally, we give an estimate of the mobile ion density
in this specific set of solar cells studied here.
The experimental data considered in this Letter were

obtained from full vacuum-deposited CH3NH3PbI3 devices
prepared by some of the authors and published recently.9 Both
p−i−n and n−i−p device configurations are studied (Figure 1),

where i is the perovskite absorber layer, p is the hole transport
layer (HTL), and n is the electron transport layer (ETL). For
the p−i−n cell, indium tin oxide (ITO) and silver (Ag) are
used as the anode and cathode, respectively, and for the n−i−p
cell, the anode is gold (Au) and the cathode is ITO. The HTL
is composed of a 10 nm thick film of N4,N4,N4″,N4″-
tetra([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)-[1,1′:4′,1″-terphenyl]-4,4″-diamine
(TaTm) in contact with the perovskite, followed by a 40 nm
thick TaTm film doped with 2,2′-(perfluoronaphthalene-2,6-
diylidene) dimalononitrile (F6-TCNNQ) in contact with the
anode. Analogously, the ETL comprises an undoped C60
fullerene film (10 nm) and a C60 layer (40 nm) doped with
N1,N4-bis(tri-p-tolylphosphoranylidene)-benzene-1,4-diamine
(PhIm) in contact with the cathode. The perovskite
(CH3NH3PbI3) thin films are prepared by co-evaporation of
CH3NH3I and PbI2 in a vacuum chamber, to a final thickness of
500 nm. The perovskite shows a band-to-band transition at 780
nm, which translates into a band gap (Egap) of 1.59 eV.

9 The p−
i−n and n−i−p solar cells show efficiencies of around 16 and
18%, respectively, with a record efficiency of 20.3% using the
n−i−p configuration.9 Doping of HTL and ETL increases their
conductivity and also increases the electric field strength in the
perovskite layer, resulting in efficient charge extraction from the
perovskite to the external contacts.9,15 This is reflected in a high
FF and VOC for both p−i−n and n−i−p cells.9

We recently developed a device model15 that describes the
operation of PSCs and quantitatively explains the role of
contacts, the ETL and HTL, charge generation, transport of
charge carriers, and recombination. Our 1D device model is
based on the drift−diffusion equations for electrons and holes
throughout the device and on solving the Poisson equation in
one dimension. In the perovskite layer, the absorption of light
generates free electrons and holes. The transport of these free

Figure 1. (a) Schematics of the vacuum-deposited perovskite cells
used and (b) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
CH3NH3PbI3 surface.
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charges is governed by drift−diffusion and electrically induced
drift; for electrons37

μ= − ∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

J qn
V
x

qD
n
xn n n (1)

and for holes

μ= − ∂
∂

−
∂
∂

J qp
V
x

qD
p
xp p p (2)

where Jn and Jp are electron and hole current densities,
respectively, q is the electronic charge (1.602 × 10−19 C), V is
the electrostatic potential, n and p are electron and hole
concentrations, μn and μp are electron and hole mobilities, and
Dn and Dp are electron and hole diffusion constants,
respectively. The diffusion constants are assumed to obey the
Einstein relation.37

The defect ion current density (Ja, anion; Jc, cation) is also
given by the equations above. However, because the electrodes
are ion-blocking, Ja = Jc = 0.
The electric potential throughout the device is solved from

the Poisson equation

∂
∂
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= − − + − + − + Σ+ −⎜ ⎟⎛
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(3)

where ϵ is the permittivity, NA
− and ND

+ are the ionized p-type
and n-type doping, respectively, and Xc and Xa are the cationic
and anionic defect densities,36,38−40 respectively, in the
perovskite absorber. The trap density is ΣT, the sign of the
trap when filled is QT ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and the occupation
probability of the trap is f T,ν=n,p, which is given by

ν= +ν
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where g0,1 are the degeneracy factors of empty and filled trap
levels, respectively, Ncv is the effective density of states of both
the conduction and valence band, Etrap (=Egap/2) is the midgap
trap energy level, α is the sign of the trapped charge carrier (1
for holes, −1 for electrons), and Vt = kT/q is the thermal
voltage, with k being the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature. We neglect the degeneracy of traps and set g0/g1 =
1.
The boundary condition on the electrostatic potential is

− + = −q V L V V W W( ( ) (0) )app c a (5)

with Vapp being the externally applied voltage and Wa and Wc
the anode and cathode work functions, respectively. The built-
in potential is then given by Vbi = (Wc − Wa)/q.
The boundary conditions for charge carrier densities at

electrode contacts are given by15

ϕ= −n p N V, exp( / )n p tcv , (6)

where ϕn,p is the offset (in eV) between the cathode (anode)
work function and the conduction (valence) band of the
perovskite.
The generated charge carriers in CH3NH3PbI3 can

recombine via both bimolecular and trap-assisted mechanisms.
The bimolecular recombination rate (RBR) is given by

= −R k np n( )BR BR i
2

(7)

where kBR is the bimolecular recombination constant and ni is
the intrinsic carrier concentration. The trap-assisted recombi-
nation rate (RSRH) is given by the Shockley−Read−Hall (SRH)
equation37

=
Σ

+ + +
−R

C C

C n n C p p
np n

( ) ( )
( )n p

n p
SRH

T

1 1
i
2

(8)

where Cn and Cp are the capture coefficients for electrons and
holes, respectively. Cn denotes the probability per unit time that
the electron in the conduction band will be captured for the
case that the trap is filled with a hole and able to capture the
electron. Correspondingly, Cp denotes the probability per unit
time that the hole in the valence band will be captured when
the trap is filled with a electron and able to capture the hole.
The constants n1 and p1 are defined as

= − = −− − −n n f p p f( 1) ( 1)n p1 T,
1

1 T,
1 1

(9)

The interface traps are located in a 2 nm thick region at HTL/
perovskite (ΣT,p) and perovskite/ETL (ΣT,n) material interfaces
and operate as recombination centers.15 Recombination is most
effective when traps are located midgap, and it is shown that
recombination dynamics for an arbitrary distribution of traps
near the middle of the band gap is identical.41

The details of the slow (“stabilized”) J−V scans used to fit to
the experimental data, fast forward/reverse J−V scans, and
hysteresis simulations, which include preconditioning, are
presented in the Supporting Information (SI).
The numerical approaches and procedures to solve the

above-mentioned equations can be found in refs 15 and 42.
Defects and impurities located at GBs and surfaces can act as

traps for photogenerated charge carriers. In hybrid PSCs,

Figure 2. (a) In typical inorganic solar cells (poly-Si, CdTe), the empty neutral traps at GBs and interfaces when filled with electrons result in
a weakened transport due to the potential barrier (qϕB) and the nonradiative recombination between holes and trapped electrons is strong.
(b) In PSCs, it is likely that the empty traps are positively charged due to accumulated iodide vacancies (VI

+) at GBs and interfaces. Therefore,
when filled with electrons, the traps are neutral, electron transport is relatively unaffected, and nonradiative recombination is weak.
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electrons are the trapped carriers.12,43,44 A negative GB is
formed when electrons fill the empty uncharged GB traps, and
a neutral GB is formed when electrons fill the empty charged
traps. Figure 2 shows the case of a filled negative and a filled
neutral GB. It is clear that GBs can act as (1) potential barriers
(EB = qϕB) for electrons, which impedes their transport from
one crystallite to another and thus affects their long-range
mobility, and (2) recombination centers where the trapped
electrons recombine nonradiatively with free holes in the
valence band. Because hybrid perovskites are ionic conductors,
the associated traps are expected to be electrically charged.34−36

Positively charged iodide vacancies (VI
+) are the dominant

defect ions, as indicated by recent theoretical studies.35,38

Migration of these defect ions has been shown to occur via the
GBs rather than the crystal bulk.16 GBs typically show weak
emission in photoluminescence (PL) measurements,23,45

suggesting trapping and nonradiative recombination of carriers.
It is therefore likely that accumulation of VI

+ at GBs and
surfaces (or interfaces) induces trap states that act as
recombination centers for photogenerated carriers. Few
theoretical studies predict the iodide vacancies to have energy
states outside of the band gap;46 however, these calculations are
performed considering iodide vacancies as bulk point defects.
The more relevant and performance-limiting features are the
GBs and interfaces (or surfaces) where iodide vacancies and
ions are most likely to reside at in thin films.16,20 Many recent
experimental results point to the trapping nature of the
accumulated iodide vacancies at GBs and interfaces.43,45,47 A
recently published theoretical study looked at carrier trapping
at surface defects and reported that iodide vacancies do exhibit
energy states inside of the band gap.48 Therefore, we assume
that the GB traps (accumulated VI

+) when filled with charge
carriers (electrons) are likely to be electrically neutral. Filled
neutral traps are less likely to lead to rapid recombination as
compared to filled charged traps, confirming the light-soaking
experiments in PSCs where trap filling by photogenerated
charges reduces the trap-assisted recombination in the device.47

A refinement of our full 3D drift−diffusion simulation49 is
currently a work in progress to take into account the
accumulation of ionic defects at 3D GBs to explain the recently
reported anomalous photovoltaic effect.50

In our devices, the experimentally observed crystal size is
∼100 nm on average.9 Therefore, we incorporate GBs in our
device model and place them LGB = 100 nm apart along the
thickness of the perovskite absorber. The traps at GBs (ΣT,GB)
and at interfaces (ΣT,p, ΣT,n) are charged when empty and
neutral when filled. Because the device is electrically neutral in
the dark, we assume in the model that the charged empty traps
(accumulated VI

+) are compensated by an equal density
(volume) of mobile iodide ions given by

= × Σ + Σ + ΣX n L( )/n pa GB T,GB T, T, abs (10)

where nGB is the number of GBs along the absorber thickness
(Labs). This makes the perovskite slightly p-type, in agreement
with the literature.43,44,51 The distribution of these mobile
iodide ions in the perovskite layer is solved from the coupled
continuity and Poisson equation discussed before and
according to the device operating conditions (i.e., external
bias, illumination, preconditioning), as detailed in SI.
Now, we fit the simulations to the experimental data of both

p−i−n and n−i−p solar cells prepared by vacuum deposition.9

The p−i−n device skeleton is shown in Figure 3. In the n−i−p
device, the p and n layers are interchanged by reversing the
order of vacuum deposition of the same materials.9 The only
difference is the top metal contact, silver (Ag) for the p−i−n
cell and gold (Au) for the n−i−p cell. The model takes as input
an extensive experimental data set (Table 1), and the only free
parameters (to fit) are the carrier mobility in the perovskite and
the trap density plus the charge capture coefficients.
We find that the model achieves quantitative agreement with

the experimental data sets (both p−i−n and n−i−p cell) only
when we consider (i) trap-assisted recombination at interfaces
(HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL), (ii) trap-assisted
recombination at GBs, and (ii) weak bimolecular recombina-
tion in the perovskite layer. When we considered other
scenarios, mainly of bulk trap-assisted recombination in the
perovskite, the simulations did not fit the experimental data of
the light intensity dependence of the VOC and FF. The FF is
more sensitive to the location and strength of different
recombination channels in the device. For example, if we
consider bulk trap-assisted recombination in simulations, the
FF shows a positive dependence on light intensity. However, in
our devices, we see the FF initially increasing and then
decreasing with lowering of light intensity. Therefore, we rule
out bulk trap-assisted recombination in perovskite as a primary
recombination channel and a (device) performance-limiting
attribute.
The experimental data under “stabilized” conditions (slow

scan) for both p−i−n and n−i−p cells are shown in Figure 4a.
The devices are illuminated by a standard AM 1.5G light
source. Figure 4a also shows the fit to the experimental J−V
characteristics of both cells. The simulated fit is also performed
under “stabilized” conditions, that is, an infinitely slow J−V
scan, where all mobile ions (calculated from eq 10) are
redistributed in the perovskite layer according to the steady-
state operating condition (applied bias, illumination) during the
scan. In order to fit the simulation to the experimental data, we
find that we need weak bimolecular recombination in the
perovskite bulk and trap-assisted recombination at interfaces
(HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL) and at GBs. The

Figure 3. The p−i−n device skeleton showing the energy levels, interface traps (red), and GBs (dashed lines). Upon illumination, free
electrons and holes are transported through the respective materials and are extracted at the electrodes.
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simulation of p−i−n and n−i−p cells is performed using the
same set of device parameters, including all of the fitting
parameters. The only change is the removal of the hole
energetic offset (0.1 eV) in n−i−p cells where gold is used as
the anode as compared to ITO as the anode in the p−i−n cell,
which has a lower work function than gold (Au).9 The
calculated charge generation profile in both cells is shown in
Figure 4b. The material optical constants (η, κ) as input to the
transfer matrix model52 in order to calculate the generation
profile in p−i−n and n−i−p cells are obtained from the

literature and are provided in the SI. Table 1 lists all of the
device parameters used in the simulation to fit to the
experimental data. The only free parameters (to fit) are the
carrier mobility in the perovskite and the trap density plus the
charge capture coefficients. The maximum generation rate
(Gmax) is calculated by the transfer matrix model52 and
corresponds to a maximum short-circuit current density of
19.9 mA/cm2. The charge carrier mobilities extracted from the
fit are in agreement with reported values for CH3NH3PbI3 solar
cells.11,23 Bimolecular recombination takes place in the
perovskite bulk with the recombination coefficient 1 × 10−9

cm3 s−1.11 Trap-assisted recombination takes place at material
interfaces (HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL) and at GBs.
Here, Cp < Cn states that the probability per unit time of hole
capture by a filled electron trap is lower than that of the
electron capture by a filled hole trap. This is in agreement with
the realization of long-lived holes44 in PSCs.
Even in the presence of traps at GBs in the perovskite layer,

trap-assisted recombination at interfaces is the dominant loss
mechanism, in agreement with our previous report.15 At solar
fluences, traps at GBs are filled with photogenerated charges
and become neutral and hence do not act as space charge. In
addition, due to the low trap density at GBs and the existence
of an alternate pathway (bimolecular) for charge carriers to
recombine, GBs are benign at solar fluences.
As seen in Figure 4a, the n−i−p cell shows improved

performance with the VOC and FF reaching 1.12 V and 81%,
respectively. From the fit parameters in Table 1, the trap
density at the HTL/perovskite interface (which is the front
interface for the p−i−n cell) is higher than that at the
perovskite/ETL interface (which is the front interface for the
n−i−p cell). Because the quality of the front interface has a
greater impact on the device performance,15 the n−i−p cell
performs better. The enhanced performance of the n−i−p cell
also derives from the higher conductivity of the doped ETL as
compared to doped HTL, which boosts charge extraction at the
front interface, and in part due to the use of gold (Au) as the
anode, which eliminates the hole energetic offset that is
otherwise present in the p−i−n cell where ITO is used as the
anode.9

The light intensity dependence of the VOC and FF for both
p−i−n and n−i−p cells is shown in Figure 5a,b. The light
intensity dependence of VOC reveals the dominant mechanism
in solar cells, with slopes of kT/q and 2kT/q indicating
dominant bimolecular and trap-assisted recombination, respec-

Table 1. Parameters Used in the Device Simulation of Both
p−i−n and n−i−p Solar Cells to Simultaneously Fit to the
J−V Curves and Light Intensity Dependence of VOC and FF

parameter symbol value

perovskite band gap Egap 1.59 eV ref 9
density of states (DOS) Ncv 3.1 × 1018 cm−3

perovskite conduction band
minimum

Ec −5.43 eV ref 9

perovskite valence band
maximum

Ev −3.84 eV ref 9

TaTm HOMO level EHOMO −5.4 eV ref 9
C60 LUMO level ELUMO −4.0 eV ref 53
built-in voltage Vbi 1.4 V ref 9
hole mobility in TaTm (HTL) μ̅p 4 × 10−3 cm2/(V s)
electron mobility in C60 (ETL) μ̅n 3 × 10−2 cm2/(V s) ref 53
perovskite relative permittivity ϵ 24.1 ref 54
TaTm relative permittivity ϵp 3
C60 relative permittivity ϵn 3.9 ref 55
ionized doping in C60/PhIm ND

+ 5 × 1018 cm−3 ref 9
ionized doping in
TaTm/F6TCNNQ

NA
− 1 × 1016 cm−3 ref 9

bimolecular recombination
constant

kBR 1 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 ref 11

electron and hole mobility in
perovskite

μn,μp 5 cm2/(V s) fit

HTL/perovskite interface trap
density

ΣT,p 1 × 1010 cm−2
fit

perovskite/ETL interface trap
density

ΣT,n 2 × 109 cm−2
fit

GB trap density ΣT,GB 1.8 × 109 cm−2
fit

electron and hole capture
coefficients

Cn, Cp 1 × 10−6, 1 × 10−8

cm3 s−1
fit

number of grid points 1000
grid spacing Δx 0.6 nm
maximum charge generation
rate

Gmax 5.4 × 1021 cm−3 s−1

Figure 4. (a) J−V characteristics of p−i−n and n−i−p PSCs. The open symbols are experimental data for vacuum-deposited CH3NH3PbI3
solar cells.9 The solid lines represent the simulations. (b) Normalized generation profile for the p−i−n and n−i−p (inset) solar cell as
calculated using the transfer matrix model.52
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tively.56,57 Due to the superior quality of the front interface in
the n−i−p cell, trap-assisted recombination is suppressed
(slope = 1.55kT/q) as compared to the p−i−n cell (slope =
2.1kT/q). Under open-circuit conditions, no current (hence no
power) is extracted from the solar cell. As a solar cell is
operated close to maximum power, the FF is the more relevant
characteristic. The light intensity dependence of the FF trend
reveals that there is some competition between bimolecular and
trap-assisted recombination in these cells. In a pure bimolecular
recombination scenario, FF increases with decreasing light
intensity as the recombination rate is proportional to the
product of charge carrier densities (which decreases with
decreasing light intensity). For a pure trap-assisted recombina-
tion scenario, FF decreases with decreasing light intensity as the
proportion of free charges recombining with trapped charges
(the number of traps remains the same) increases with
decreasing light intensity. Now, as can be seen in Figure 5b,
bimolecular recombination dominates for light intensities above
0.1 Sun, while trap-assisted recombination does so below 0.1
Sun. The FF is more sensitive (as compared to VOC) to leakage
at lower light intensities58 and hence the anomalous FF value of
the p−i−n cell at 0.001 Sun.
Although traps at GBs and interfaces are likely to be charged

(due to accumulated ionic defects) when empty and hence
neutral when filled, the sign of the filled trap has little to do
with the overall device performance when the solar cell in
question is efficient, with fused GBs (low trap densities). The
PSCs used here show compact morphology and have high
efficiencies reaching 20% with little or no hysteresis,9 and
hence, the sign of the filled traps shows only a marginal change
in device performance (Figure S2 in the SI). On the other
hand, solar cells with open GBs (high trap densities) show high
sensitivity to the sign of filled traps at GBs, as shown in Figure
S2. Charged filled traps lead to faster SRH recombination due
to the Coulombic attraction between opposite charged species
(a negative filled trap and a hole). However, even then, some
PSCs with open GBs (high trap densities) show decent
efficiencies (∼12%).47 This can be attributed to the likely case
of the existence of charged empty traps (accumulated VI

+ at GBs
and interfaces) and thus neutral filled traps, which lowers the
SRH recombination rate in PSCs. Solar cell preparation
methods are likely to influence the properties of traps, which
is why there seems to be no agreement in the literature about
the impact of GBs on the device performance.19−21,23,24

Until this point, we simulated the current−voltage (J−V)
scans under “stabilized” conditions (an infinitely slow J−V
scan), such that all mobile iodide ions (Xa) given by eq 10
(compensating the presence of accumulated iodide vacancies
VI
+ at GBs/interfaces acting as traps and recombination centers

for photogenerated charge carriers) were allowed to redis-
tribute at every step of the scan. This naturally resulted in
hysteresis-free device characteristics as the forward and reverse
scans yielded the same J−V curve. While the role of
preconditioning and scan rate is more or less clear in the
context of J−V hysteresis in CH3NH3PbI3 solar cells,

59−63 we
would like to answer the following question: Is there a relation
between the density of trap states, the density of defect mobile
ions, and the degree of hysteresis seen in PSCs?
The trap density in the p−i−n and n−i−p cells studied here

is known from Table 1. In the model, the mobile iodide ion
(Xa) density is assumed to be related to the trap density
(accumulated VI

+) by eq 10 because their origin is the same
(dislocation of iodide ions). We now simulate the extreme case
(where cells would show maximum hysteresis) of a fast voltage
scan rate (Vscan = ∞) after preconditioning (infinitely long) at
−0.2 V (for forward scan) and l.2 V (for reverse scan) bias. The
fast forward scan simulation is performed after preconditioning
the device at −0.2 V under illumination such that negative
iodide ions are pushed toward the ETL and stay put
throughout the scan. For the fast reverse scan, the device is
preconditioned at 1.2 V under illumination such that the iodide
ions are pushed away from the ETL and their distribution
remains fixed during the scan. This gives us an envelope (two
J−V curves enclosing a small area) that relates to the degree of
hysteresis. The simulated hysteresis is shown in Figure 6 and is
consistent with the experimentally observed little hysteresis in
p−i−n cells and no hysteresis in n−i−p cells that we study
here.9 In these cells made by some of us, the degree of
measured J−V hysteresis is relatively unchanged when the scans
are performed with or without preconditioning, irrespective of
the scan rate.9 The simulation details of the fast scans and
“stabilized” scans are included in the SI. It is clear that high-
performing PSCs are likely to show little or no hysteresis
because they contain a low density of traps and hence mobile
defect ions. This is in agreement with Calado et al.,64 who
provide evidence that devices with minimal hysteresis still have
moving ions but low trap densities that results in decreased
recombination strength in the device and therefore little
hysteresis. As shown in Figure S3, poor solar cells with high

Figure 5. Light intensity dependence of (a) VOC and (b) FF for both p−i−n and n−i−p cells. The filled symbols and lines in (a) represent
experimental data and simulation, respectively. The open and filled symbols in (b) represent experimental data and simulation, respectively.
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trap density (and thus defect ions) show more hysteresis in the
J−V characteristics. Therefore, defect states or mobile ions not
only limit the device performance but also play a role in the
hysteresis observed in their J−V characteristics of PSCs.
An estimate of the density of the mobile ions in the specific

set of PSCs studied in this paper would be Xa ≈ 1015 cm−3 at
the most.
It is possible that ionic defects other than the iodide

complexes act as trap-assisted recombination centers and
contribute to J−V hysteresis. However, the activation energies
for migration of I complexes are much lower as compared to
those of other ionic (CH3NH3, Pb, etc.) complexes,38,63 and
hence, I complexes are more likely to influence the device
optoelectronic performance.45

In conclusion, we investigated the attributes of the primary
trap-assisted recombination channels (GBs and interfaces) and
their correlation to defect ions in PSCs. We achieved this by
using a device model15 to fit the simulations to the
experimental data of efficient p−i−n and n−i−p CH3NH3PbI3
solar cells. The model utilized an extensive experimental data
set (Table 1) as input, and the only free parameters (to fit)
were the carrier mobility in the perovskite and the trap density
plus the charge capture coefficients. Excellent agreement was
found between the simulated data and experimental data,
including the light intensity dependence of VOC and FF. We
found that despite the presence of traps at GBs, their neutral
(when filled with photogenerated charges) disposition along
with the long-lived nature of holes leads to the high
performance of PSCs. The sign (if charged or neutral when
filled) of traps is of little importance in efficient solar cells with
compact morphologies (fused GBs, low trap density). On the
other hand, solar cells with noncompact morphologies (open
GBs, high trap density) are sensitive to the sign of the traps and
hence cell preparation methods (e.g., under/overstoichiometric
routes, environmental conditions). Even in the presence of
traps at GBs in the perovskite layer, trap-assisted recombination
at interfaces is the dominant loss mechanism, in agreement with
our previous report.15 We found a direct correlation between
the density of trap states, the density of mobile ions, and the
degree of hysteresis observed in the current−voltage (J−V)
characteristics. High-performing PSCs are likely to show little
or no hysteresis because they contain low density of traps and
hence ions, while poor solar cells with high trap density (and
thus ions) show more hysteresis. Therefore, defects states or

mobile ions not only limit the device performance but also play
a role in the hysteresis observed in the J−V characteristics of
PSCs. We found that the specific set of devices studied in this
Letter contain a defect mobile ion density on the order 1015

cm−3 at the most.
Focus should be directed toward passivation of traps at

interfaces (HTL/perovskite and perovskite/ETL) where trap-
assisted recombination dominates, while the use of polycrystal-
line perovskite films with fused GBs as absorber is good enough
to achieve high-performance solar cells.
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